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In our industry there are often terms or buzzwords that many of us use with li-berty but might not fully understand 
their meaning.
Justifiably, we use a particular word of-
ten because the concept it conveys is of 
critical importance to the safe and re-
liable operation of any electrical asset. 
We use this word to convey the idea of a 
time period in which an asset performs 
its intended function so it is important 
for any person involved in specifying, 
purchasing, testing, commissioning, 
maintaining, operating or disposing of 
these assets to have a clear understanding 
of what life means in the context of pow-
er transformers.
In this series of articles, I am going to talk 
precisely about this concept. Throughout 
the articles in the series, we will try to es-
tablish what life is and what it means for a 
power transformer.  We will also explore 
the factors that affect it and consider the 
options that an asset owner can utilise to 
extend and optimise the transformer life.
In the first article, I will try to establish the 
common definition and understanding of 
Part 1: What does “transformer life” mean?
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what transformer life is. This will hopeful-
ly serve as the foundation for the articles 
to follow in this series.
This topic is vast and there are as 
many opinions as there are experts in 
our industry. I have tried to remain 
objective and base my comments on 
evidence and facts but I anticipate that 
my personal experience has found its 
way into these articles in one way or 
another.
I have also assumed that the reader is 
familiar with the basic power transfor-
mer concepts and has seen or worked 
around these assets at least once in their 
career.
WHAT DOES “TRANSFORMER 
LIFE” MEAN?
When we talk about concept of the 
transformer life or any other electrical 
asset for that matter, we also hear related 
terms and phrases that almost invaria-
bly show up in the same conversation. 
We often hear terms like: “life manage-
ment”, “life expectancy”, “life extension”, 
“life cycle”, etc.
We will somehow touch on all those 
concepts but with some luck, we will 
mention them following a logical se-
quence of ideas. I will attempt to explain 
these concepts in a clear and understan-
dable way; how they relate to day to day 
operation of a transformer fleet and 
most importantly, what the user/owner 
of these assets can do in order to mini-
mise the operation and maintenance 
costs as well as mitigate the risks of un-
expected failures.
The common denominator in the terms 
mentioned above is the word “life” so it 
seems only fair that we start by setting 
some fundamental understanding of what 
“life” means from the perspective of a po-
wer transformer.
There are many types, designs and ways 
of manufacturing power transformers but 
for the purpose of this discussion, please 
consider insulating liquid - filled power 
transformers while you are reading artic-
les in the series. However, the concepts 
explained and reviewed here can also be 
applied to dry transformers, instrument 
transformers, gas insulated transformers 
and other classes of specialty transformers 
to some extent.
Common sense tells us that the life of an 
asset can be regarded as the period of time 
in which the asset will reliably perform its 
intended function. This is not a bad start, 
but we can do better.
Life can also be defined in statistical terms 
which are particularly useful for insurance 
companies as the “Mean Time Between 
Failures” or MTBF. This basically means 
that out of a population of transformers 
the time between initiation of service and 
failure is measured and averaged, provi-
ding a good idea of the life expectancy for 
a transformer belonging to that populati-
on or of one with very similar characteris-
tics.
Another good reference is to look at what 
the different standard committees world-
wide have to say on the matter.
The Australian Standard, AS 2374.7 – Po-
wer Transformers – Part 7: Loading Guide 
for Oil-Immersed Power Transformers 
establishes in:
“1.4 General limitations and effects 
of loading beyond nameplate rating
…
1.4.1.1 Factors influencing life dura-
tion
The actual life duration of a trans-
former depends to a high degree on 
extraordinary events, such as over-
voltages, short-circuits in the system, 
and emergency overloading.
…
The normal life expectancy is a con-
ventional reference basis for conti-
nuous duty under normal ambient 
temperature and rated operating 
conditions. The application of a load 
in excess of nameplate rating and/or 
an ambient temperature higher than 
Wait, what? … Are transformers not suppo-
sed to last 35 to 40 years?
The simple answer is: not necessarily, it de-
pends.
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rated involves a degree of risk and ac-
celerated ageing. …”
Another good reference would be IEEE 
C57.91 – Guide for Loading Mineral Oil 




3.5 Transformer Insulation Life: For a 
given temperature of the transformer 
insulation, the total time between the 
initial state for which the insulation 
is considered new and the final state 
for which dielectric stress, short cir-
cuit stress, or mechanical movement, 
which could occur in normal service, 
and would cause an electrical failure”
Further to this definition, IEEE C57.91-
1995 provides calculation formulas for 
“loss of life” as a percentage of “per unit” 
life expectancy, providing a normalised 
life loss equation under various overloa-
ding and stress circumstances. This rela-
tionship is commonly represented in the 
form of a Life vs.Temperature curve, as 
shown below.
And finally from IEC 60076-7 – Loading 
guide for oil-immersed power transfor-
mers we read the following:
“3 Terms and Definitions
…
3.10 transformer insulation life
total time between the initial state 
for which the insulation is conside-
red new and the final state when due 
to thermal ageing, dielectric stress, 
short-circuit stress, or mechanical 
movement, which could occur in nor-
mal service and result in a high risk 
of electrical failure
3.11 per cent loss of life
equivalent ageing in hours over a 
time period (usually 24 h) times 100 
divided by the expected transformer 
insulation life.
The equivalent ageing in hours is 
obtained by multiplying the relative 
ageing rate with the number of hours”
The discerning readers would have noti-
ced that there is a common thread across 
these standards. They relate to transformer 
loading guidelines, mention temperature 
as an important factor and talk about the 
insulation and the insulation life. This al-
ready provides a hint into where we have 
to look to understand transformer life.
It is also not a coincidence that none of the 
standards mentioned above define what 
the life expectancy of a particular transfor-
mer should be. Wait, what? ... Are transfor-
mers not supposed to last 35 to 40 years? 
The simple answer is: not necessarily, it de-
pends. As we will discuss in these articles, 
the various mechanisms affecting the life 
duration of a particular unit are difficult to 
Figure 1: Transformer insulation life
Figure 2:  Internal construction of a typical power transformer
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predict. Trying to anticipate events during 
the operation of any given transformer and 




As we might suspect, the “heart” of a 
transformer are the core and the coils 
(see Figure 2.). They provide the critical 
function of transforming the incoming 
power into different levels of voltage 
and current by means of electromagne-
tic induction.
When one thinks about the materials this 
subassembly comprises, one thinks of 
copper or aluminium for the conductors; 
structural steel for the tank, clamps and 
radiators; magnetic steel for the core; mi-
neral oil for cooling and dielectric insula-
tion; wood for the lead holding structure; 
ceramics for the bushings; paper boards 
and sheets, and tapes for electrical insu-
lation. Out of all these components, the 
ones that are most sensitive to tempera-
ture and age are the ones with a cellulose 
constitution.
Cellulosic materials are those which are 
derived from natural vegetable fibres such 
as wood, pressboard, Kraft paper, etc.
You might ask, why paper? The fact is that 
paper in combination with an insulating 
liquid provides an excellent and versatile 
dielectric medium that can be applied to 
complex geometries. Paper also provides 
a good economic balance between the 
cost of the material and the function that 
it performs.
However, paper is also the first material 
amongst the constituents of the core and 
the coils to degrade under thermal stress. 
While it would take several hundred 
degrees Celsius of temperature to melt 
or cause significant damage to the com-
ponents made of steel, copper or metal, 
it takes merely around 120°C to start 
causing significant degradation of cel-
lulosic materials. In fact, the main limi-
tation of what temperatures are allowed 
to develop in a particular design is set by 
the paper. The transformer designer will 
make sure that not a single part of the in-
sulation system is exposed to these kinds 
of temperature.
And if the paper degrades? Why would that 
affect the functionality of the transformer? 
We know that the primary energy conver-
sion function is performed by the conduc-
tors and the core, right? Well, it turns out 
that the insulation system is responsible 
for ensuring that conductive elements 
subject to a voltage difference stay electri-
cally insulated. Should the insulation break 
down between two high voltage elements, 
it would cease to perform this function, the 
currents would flow through paths they are 
not supposed to follow and the eventual 
consequence is a catastrophic failure.
In short, the life of transformer as a whole 
is directly linked to the life of its insulation 
system. If any part of the insulation sys-
tem breaks down, the whole transformer 
stops working. Albeit failures can occur in 
other components, such as core, bushings, 
current transformers, etc. it is commonly 
a failure in the insulation system that leads 
to catastrophic outcomes.
Unsurprisingly, most of the efforts in the 
transformer manufacturing, operation 
and maintenance industries are aimed at 
improving, monitoring and maintaining 
performance of the insulation system.
I hope you now have a better understan-
ding of what life means in the context of 
power transformers.
In the next article, we will delve a bit more 
into the molecular structure of the paper, 
what it means for its electrical and mecha-
nical properties and what various mecha-
nisms by which it degrades or loses those 
properties are.
In short, the life of the transformer as a who-
le is directly linked to the life of its insulati-
on system.
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